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Launching the
BrailleSense 6

Finally, BrailleSense 6 is
launched in the market. 

Let's check what we can do
with this amazing device.

SightCity 2021
Webinars

Due to COVID 19, there was
no live exhibition in
Frankfurt this year.

However, HIMS team
performed the webinars

during the Sightcity. 

NIA
Exhibition

There was very special
exhibition in Korea,

beginning on May 1st. Let's
chekc how it works and

what we did for our
customers.

With Android 10, users can download modern apps on
Google Play, including the most common apps used in
education, work, and home. BrailleSense 6 gives you
intuitive, Braille-centric access to contemporary
mainstream services such as Zoom, clubhouse, Google
Meet, and Microsoft Teams, and entertainment and media
apps including Apple Music, Amazon Kindle, Net�ix,
YouTube and Spotify.

The new BrailleSense 6 is slimmer and lighter than its
predecessor, BrailleSense Polaris. And it is faster and more
responsive than any other braille notetaker on the market.
This, combined with �rst letter navigation and integrated
Braille access, makes your work, study and play much
more convenient and e�cient.

With 3 USB host ports, and an additional port for power
and PC connectivity, you can maximize the potential of the
BrailleSense 6 with a variety of peripherals and
accessories. For example, Parents, teachers and
coworkers can check the BrailleSense 6 screen via a USB C
portable monitor. You can also use portable USB cameras
and USB audio devices to join and present on online
platforms like Zoom, Teams, Skype and Google meet.
Having more USB ports makes BrailleSense, and you, more
accessible to the modern social and professional world.

Compared to BrailleSense Polaris, we doubled the storage
for BrailleSense 6, to 128 GB (100 GB available for
users) Save more documents, books, music and videos on
your device, and add even more storage with an SD card.

Modern Bluetooth 5.1 & Wi-Fi connectivity ensure you can
easily pair your BS-6 with multi-media devices as well as
smart watches and health and �tness monitors.

Stable and strong Wi-� connectivity also ensures
BrailleSense 6 will keep you up-to-date with your social
networks, will keep you connected with WatsApp, Skype,
Teams, etc, and that you'll never miss a viral youTube video.

For your convenience, the sense dictionary is now available
for free. It supports English, French, Italian and Spanish.
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Overview

Korea’s day of persons with disabilities
On April 20, Korea marks a day of persons with disabilities.

Though the International Day of Persons with Disabilities (IDPD) is observed by

the UN on December 3rd, Korea has established April 20 as the legal anniversary
to deepen the public's understanding of the disabled and to increase the will of
the disabled to rehabilitate.

HIMS has been involved in the blindness technology industry since 2002, and it
remains an honor for us to provide the blind and visually impaired tools that
assist their inclusion and contribution to modern society.
We look forward to continuing to serve the blind population in future by creating
modern and innovative products loved by visually impaired people around the
world.
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BrailleSense 6

 O�cially launching the  BrailleSense 6
On June, 2021, BrailleSense 6, the most powerful Android Braille product is
�nally launched in the market.

We continue to modernize a classic with the latest offering in our �agship
notetaker line, featuring upgrades of our classic blind-friendly applications
paired with the latest hardware innovations and mainstream apps and services.

Though we could not visit Sight City 2021 in person this year, we received much
positive feedback on the BrailleSense 6 advantages as presented in our Zoom
webinars.

Here are just a few advantages our customers are most looking forward to in
BrailleSense 6.

Android 10

Slimmer, lighter, faster and more e�cient

USB ports

Storage 128 GB

Bluetooth and Wi-Fi 

Sense Dictionary

And more! We have so many advantages you can experience.

If you would like to purchase, please contact hims@selvashc.com or call 82-42-879-
3110 anytime!

Twitter: https://twitter.com/hims_overseas
Facebook:https://www.facebook.com/himsinternational

SightCity webinars

Sightcity 2021 Webinars

Because of COVID-19, there was no live exhibition in Frankfurt this year.

However, we were given the opportunity to present via online Zoom webinar, and

we showcased our BrailleSense 6 and QBraille XL. On May 19 and 20 our 1st

session introduced BrailleSense 6.

We presented BrailleSense 6 physical tour and speed test, highlighting how our
BrailleSense 6 was improved compared to our BrailleSense Polaris.

Also, we demonstrated several apps and software utilities that are new to the
BrailleSense 6, including the reviving of some old favorites from our BrailleSense
U2 model that we have brought back by popular request, such as Web radio,
Database Manager, and Bookshare Download.

We also demonstrated our new Language Pro�les feature, and showed the
improved access to media apps like Net�ix and YouTube.
In a subsequent video, we were also able to show that clubhouse is working
beautifully.

On May 19th and 20th 2nd session, we showed people the physical tour of
QBraille XL and the advantages of the hybrid keyboard, and we were pleased to
present our unique braille display to participants.

We were grati�ed during the webinars to have the opportunity to talk with
partners and users, and we sincerely hope we all can see each other in person
next year.
If you would like to check out the webinar videos, please check the links below.

BrailleSense 6: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FoDDnVo7NPU&t=11s
QBraille XL: https://youtu.be/RGrm5txVdxE

NIA (National Information Agency) Exhibition 

NIA Exhibition 2021
NIA (National Information Society Agency) supports information technology
products, including HIMS Braille and low vision products as well as other
technology devices concerned with the accessibility of obtaining and processing
information.

Korea has a special government funding program every year, beginning on May
1st, and running through the summer.
As always, 2021 NIA government funding was started, and more than 1000
people asked us to help them apply for HIMS products, especially our brand new
BrailleSense 6.

In 2020, many exhibitions were cancelled due to COVID-19, and it was the same
in 2021.

We had very few opportunities to show our products, and agencies controlled
the people who could visit because of restrictions.

Even though many NIA exhibitions were cancelled, all members of the HIMS
sales team have tried to visit many exhibitions in order to promote our products,
and to assist clients as much as possible when requested, as our client’s
satisfaction is our success.
Participants were very satis�ed with our BrailleSense 6. And 50% of people who
applied to NIA for funding applied for BrailleSense 6.
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